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ABSTRACT
Semantic peer to peer (P2P) systems are fully decentralized
overlay networks of people or machines (called peers) sharing
and searching varied resources (documents, videos, photos,
data, services) based on their semantic annotations using
ontologies. They provide a support for the emergence of
open and decentralized electronic social networks, in which
no central or external authority can control the reliability of
the peers participating to the network.

In this paper, we propose a probabilistic model to handle
trust in a P2P setting. It supports a local computation and
a simple form of propagation of the trust of peers into classes
of other peers. We claim that it is well appropriate to the
dynamics of P2P networks and to the freedom of each peer
within the network to have different viewpoints towards the
peers with which it interacts.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently, P2P systems have received considerable attention
because their underlying infrastructure is appropriate to scal-
able and flexible distributed applications over Internet. In
P2P systems, there is no centralized control or hierarchical
organization: each peer is equivalent in functionality and co-
operates with other peers in order to solve a collective task.
P2P systems have evolved from simple keyword-based file
sharing systems like Napster [3] and Gnutella [2] to semantic
data management systems like Edutella [20], Piazza [16],
SomeWhere [8], or semantic social networks like FOAF [4].

In this paper, by semantic peer to peer systems we refer to
fully decentralized overlay networks of people or machines
(called peers) sharing and searching varied resources (docu-
ments, videos, photos, data, services) based on their seman-
tic annotations using ontologies. Indexing resources based
on the terms of an ontology enables more accurate infor-
mation retrieval and query answering than indexing by key-

words of a textual annotation.

In a P2P view, each peer is free to use its own ontology to an-
notate the resources that it stores locally and that it agrees
to share with others. For example, SomeWhere [8], an
infrastructure for deploying semantic P2P systems, is based
on simple personalized ontologies (e.g., taxonomies of atomic
classes).

Semantic P2P systems provide a support for the emergence
of open and decentralized electronic social networks, in which
no central or external authority can control the reliability of
the peers participating to the network. Some of the peers
may have (accidentally or deliberately) annotated some (or
all) of the resources they have in an inappropriate way or
resource content may evolve over time in such a way that
prior annotations are not suitable anymore.

Trust is now widely acknowledged as an important factor
when considering networks of autonomous interacting enti-
ties and notably in the context of the semantic web. When
referring to the notion of trust, T. Berners-Lee advocates
with his ”Oh Yeah” button [10] for a user to be able to check
for reasons why he/she could be confident with a returned
answer. He suggests that such justifications would be pre-
sented under the form of partial logical proofs.

Several proposals have already been done that do not all
share the same meaning for the notion of trust (see [23] and
[9] for surveys). Many of them are user/agent/peer cen-
tered and rely on the (sometimes implicit) assumption that
all (or communities of) peers share similar implicit goals.
Trust is then closely related to the notion of reputation in a
community. This is the case in the context of E-commerce,
auction or recommendation systems. In full P2P architec-
tures, computing a global reputation of peers is a difficult
task that leads to sophisticated machineries for propagat-
ing trust values within a network of peers. In many cases
such approaches proceed in an ad’hoc way and lack a clear
mathematical semantics.

In semantic P2P systems, the result of a search or of a query
is a set of resources (e.g., documents) that have been anno-
tated by one or several peers. We consider that such seman-
tic annotations constitute some form of logical justifications.
Correlating such justifications with evaluations of previously



returned answers can gradually give the user some evidence
for estimating in which respect she may be confident with
such annotations.

In the context of semantic P2P systems, peers may corre-
spond to different points of view. For this reason, we rather
promote a way to compute trust values based on direct ex-
periences between peers. However, when this information is
not available or not sufficient, we can use a simple mecha-
nism of trust propagation in order for a peer to take advan-
tage of the experiences of other peers.

We also argue for a finer grained context sensitive approach
to trust in order to take into account the fact that for an-
swers annotated by a same peer, the trust into these answers
may vary according to their annotations. For instance, a
peer may have high quality annotations on film genres but
poor annotations on music genres.

We propose a probabilistic model to handle trust in a P2P
setting. The trust in resources justified by some annotation
L, from the viewpoint of a peer P ′, is defined as the proba-
bility that a resource annotated by L satisfies the peer P ′. It
can be estimated using the Bayesian approach to statistics
from the evolving number of resources annotated by L and
observed by the peer P ′, that satisfy or do not satisfy the
peer P ′.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 we present
the intuition behind the notion of trust that we propose and
illustrate with an example how direct feedbacks on past an-
swers can be involved. In section 3, we give a probabilistic
definition of the trust of a peer into a resource annotated
by classes of other peers. We show how it is possible to es-
timate it by means of the Bayesian approach to statistics,
which consists in taking into account feedbacks on past expe-
riences. In section 4 we propose a simple form of trust prop-
agation, that can be used when direct feedbacks is missing
or insufficient to take advantage of other peers’ experience.
The section 5 is an extensive comparison of our approach
with related work on the handling of trust in P2P or ad-hoc
networks. We conclude in section 6.

2. PRELIMINARIES AND ILLUSTRATIVE
EXAMPLE

In the following we consider a network of semantic peers
P = (Pi)i=1..n. Each peer Pi uses its own ontology, ex-
pressed on its own vocabulary Vi, for describing and struc-
turing its knowledge as well as for annotating its resources.
A class C ∈ Vi of a peer Pi is referred by Pi:C or simply by
C when no confusion is possible. Peers are connected each
other by means of mappings, corresponding to logical con-
straints linking classes of different peers. Users ask queries
to one of the peers, using the vocabulary of this peer. When
processing a query, the reasoning propagates from one peer
to other peers thanks to those mappings. The mappings are
exploited during information retrieval or query answering
for query reformulation between peers.

For example, let us consider a semantic P2P system sharing
movies based on semantic annotations, where P1 organizes
his video resources according to their genres (Suspense, Ac-
tion, Animation), and P2 organizes his films based on the

actors playing in the movies (Bruce Willis, Jolie). While
having different views for classifying movies, P1 and P2 can
establish some mappings between their two classifications.
For example, they can agree that the class BruceWillis of
P2 (denoted by P2:BruceWillis) is more specific than the
class Action of P1 (denoted by P1:Action). It will result
into the mapping P2:BruceWillis v P1:Action. Similarly,
P1 and another peer P3 can have established the mapping
P1:Action u P1:Suspense v P3:Thriller between their two
classifications, in order to state that the category named
Thriller by P3 is more general than what P1 classifies as
both Action and Suspense. As a result, the movies that are
classified by P1 as Suspense and by P2 as BruceWillis are
returned as answers to the query Thriller asked by the user
at the peer P3.

We assume that each resource r returned as an answer to
some query is associated with a label L(r) = Ci1 . . . CiL cor-
responding to its logical justification. L(r) is a set of classes
of the vocabularies of (possibly different) peers known to
annotate the resource r and supposed to characterize a suf-
ficient condition for r to be an answer. Any other resource
annotated in the same way is thus equally supposed to be
an alternative answer to the query. We also assume that the
classes used in labels are independent in the sense that for
any two classes of a justification, none of them is a subclass
of the other. This important assumption means that for a
returned answer, the only classes that appear in its justifi-
cations are those corresponding to most specific classes of
the network.

Finally we assume that the user, when querying a peer Pi,
is randomly asked to evaluate some of the returned answers
as satisfying or not satisfying and to store the result of this
evaluation in a local observation database Oi. Each evalua-
tion is recorded into Oi as a pair S.L or S.L, where S (resp.
S) denotes the user satisfaction (resp. unsatisfaction) and
L is the label of the evaluated resource. Note that, because
labels correspond to sufficient conditions, any observation
with a label L′ such that L ⊆ L′ is also an observation that
satisfies the condition L and therefore may be considered as
relevant for L.

Definition 1 (Observation relevant to a label L).
Let Oi be the set of observations of a peer Pi and L be a la-
bel. An observation of Oi is said to be relevant to L if and
only if its label contains all classes of L. The number of sat-
isfying and unsatisfying observations of Pi that are relevant
to L are respectively denoted by:

O+
i (L) = |{S.L′ ∈ Oi/L ⊆ L′}|

O−i (L) = |{S.L′ ∈ Oi/L ⊆ L′}|

These two numbers summarize the past experience of the
peer Pi relevant to the label L, i.e. of the evaluated resources
justified by at least the classes of L.

For instance, suppose that Peter is the user querying the
peer P1. After a number of answers have been evaluated,
Peter’s past experience may be summarized as in table 1.



Label (L) O+
1 (L) O−1 (L)

P2:MyActionF ilms 30 6
P2:MyCartoons 3 15
P4:ScienceF iction 14 14
P5:Italian P5:Western 0 6
P6:AnimalsDocum 8 2
P7:JeanRenoir 22 11
P8:Bollywood 6 35

Table 1: Summary of Peter’s observations at P1
Among all the resources evaluated by Peter and annotated
with the class MyActionF ilms of the peer P2, 30 have been
considered as satisfactory and 6 as not satisfactory. For the
same peer P2, only 3 out of 18 evaluated resources tagged
by MyCartoons were positive. Similarly all evaluated re-
sources annotated with both Italian and Western by P5,
obtained negative feedbacks.

One can clearly understand that for the next queries, given
this past experience, Peter would intuitively prefer (or more
trust) answers classified as P2:MyActionF ilms to those an-
notated by P2:MyCartoons or by P8:Bollywood. This is
because the proportion of positive feedbacks obtained so far
is higher for P2:MyActionF ilms than for the others.

Each peer Pi can progressively update its observation database
Oi, as new answers are evaluated, and refine the trust it has
towards answers justified by the different observed labels.
The level of trust can vary according to the justification. In
the following, we present a Bayesian model of trust which
makes possible to estimate the trust towards a label from
the observation database.

3. BAYESIAN MODEL AND ESTIMATION
OF TRUST

Given a label L, let XiL be the binary random variable de-
fined on the set of resources annotated by L as follows:

XiL(r) =
{ 1 if the resource r is satisfying for Pi

0 otherwise

We define the trust of a peer Pi towards a label L as the
probability that the random variable XiL is equal to 1, given
the observations resulting from the past experiences of Pi.

Definition 2 (Trust of a peer towards a label L).
Let Oi be the set of observations of a peer Pi and L be a label,
the trust T (Pi, L) of Pi towards L is defined as follows:

T (Pi, L) = Pr(XiL = 1|Oi)

The following theorem provides a way to estimate the trust
T (Pi, L) of a peer Pi towards a label L, and the associated
error of estimation.

Theorem 1. Let Oi be the set of observations of a peer
Pi and L be a label. After O+

i (L) satisfying and O−i (L)
unsatisfying observations relevant to L have been performed,
T (Pi, L) can be estimated to

1 +O+
i (L)

2 +O+
i (L) +O−i (L)

Label (L) Estimated
trust of P1

towards L

Standard deviation

P2:MyActionF ilms 0.815 0.062
P2:MyCartoons 0.2 0.087
P4:ScienceF iction 0.5 0.089
P5:Italian P5:Western 0.125 0.11
P6:AnimalsDocum 0.75 0.12
P7:JeanRenoir 0.657 0.079
P8:Bollywood 0.162 0.055

Table 2: Estimated trust of P1 towards the labels of
Table 1
with a standard deviation of√

(1 +O+
i (L))× (1 +O−i (L))

(2 +O+
i (L) +O−i (L))2 × (3 +O+

i (L) +O−i (L))

Sketch of the proof: It follows from a well known result in
probabilities of the application of the Bayes rule to random
variables following a Bernoulli distribution the parameter of
which is unknown. The Bernoulli distribution is the simplest
discrete distribution having two possible outcomes labeled
by 1 and 0 in which 1 (”success”) occurs with probability p
and 0 (”failure”) occurs with probability 1 − p, where p is
called the parameter of the distribution.

In our setting, it is quite natural to consider that the random
variable XiL follows a Bernoulli distribution the parameter
of which is precisely the probability of satisfaction of Pi by
answers annotated with L, which is unknown and requires
to be estimated.

In the Bayesian approach to statistics such unknown pa-
rameter is modeled as a random variable. It can be shown
[17](page 336) that if its prior distribution is a Beta distribu-
tion of parameters α and β, then its posterior distribution,
after n observations o1, . . . , on (each oi is either 1 or 0) of a
random sample of the random variable XiL, is also a Beta
distribution, the parameters of which are α +

∑n
i=1 oi and

β + (n−
∑n

i=1 oi).

By setting the prior distribution of XiL to be the uniform
distribution, which corresponds to the Beta distribution of
parameters 1 and 1, we obtain that the posterior distribution
of XiL, given the observations Oi follows a Beta distribution
of parameters 1 + O+

i (L) and 1 + O−i (L), since O+
i (L) =∑n

i=1 oi and O−i (L) = n−
∑n

i=1 oi.

In probability, it is usual to estimate the value of a ran-
dom variable by its mean and the precision of the estimate
with the standard deviation around this value. For a Beta
distribution this leads to the above expression. 2

By applying Theorem 1 to the Peter’s observations summa-
rized in Table 1, we may characterize the estimations for the
trust of the peer P1 towards the labels observed so far by P1.
Table 2 describes the corresponding estimations with their
associated standard deviation. It is important to notice that
this standard deviation is very small.

4. PROPAGATION OF TRUST



The Bayesian model presented in the section 3 relies on di-
rect interactions between peers in order to compute trust.
The numbers of resources evaluated as good/bad are suffi-
cient to compute the trust of a peer Pi towards resources
annotated with a label L. In addition to the simplicity of
the formula of Theorem 1 for computing the trust, the ad-
vantage of the model is that it provides also a simple way
to compute the minimum number of experiences that are
required for guaranteeing a good precision of the estimation
of the trust. A direct application of the formula of Theorem
1, that characterizes the standard deviation of the trust esti-
mation shows that the evaluation of a sample of 22 answers
annotated with a given label is enough to have an estimation
of the trust of a peer towards that label with a low estima-
tion error (less than 0.1) and this, without using any kind
of trust propagation.

When the observation database contains only a few obser-
vations relevant to a label, several choice are possibles. One
may either keep a strict point of view, and trust only labels
on the basis of the direct experience. Note that in the case
where there is strictly no relevant observation, the estimate
is 1/2, which reflects a neutral point of view. One may also,
as often in real life, take some advice from more experienced
peers. In that case, solicited peers’ observations may prove
useful to compensate for the lack of local relevant obser-
vations, provided that they use similar evaluation criteria.
Instead of propagating trust between peers, our approach
consists in propagating the pairs of numbers used for com-
puting trust. Propagating two numbers instead of one does
not represent a significant overhead. Yet, it has the signifi-
cant advantage of providing a well-founded way to compute
a joint trust using the same Bayesian model as the one pre-
sented in section 3. Instead of using an ad-hoc aggregation
function for combining local coefficients of trust, the num-
bers O+

i1(L) . . . O+
il (L) (respectively O−i1(L) . . . O−il (L)) com-

ing from solicited peers Pi1 . . . Pil are cumulated to compute
the joint trust of the subset Pi1 . . . Pil towards L, by apply-
ing the formula of Theorem 1. In the absence of any local
relevant observations, this comes down to using observations
of other peers as an information to set the prior distribution
to a Beta distribution which is not uniform.

Different strategies are possible to gather on the querying
peer the relevant information from the solicited peer’s ob-
servations.

• The lazy strategy consists in waiting for getting some
answer justified by a label L and then asking one or
several trusted neighbors for their direct feedbacks about
the label L. Since it applies after the obtention of an-
swers, such a strategy can be used as a post-precessing
and does not require to change the query evaluation
mechanism itself. As a consequence it can be applied
to different kinds of semantic P2P systems, provided
they are able to justify answers by means of such labels
(e.g. sets of independant semantic annotations).

• The greedy strategy consists in collecting the direct
feedbacks likely to be relevant (i.e., concerning the
classes in the annotation being built) during the query
processing. It thus requires some adaptation of the
query answering algorithm. In a system like Some-

Where [7], the DeCa algorithm [8] is first used to
infer, from the ontologies and mappings, all the possi-
ble reformulations (i.e. rewritings) of the initial query
into conjunctions of extensional classes (i.e. containers
of instances) C1, . . . , Cn. Each instance in C1u. . .uCn

is then produced as an answer, C1 . . . Cn being the se-
mantic annotation justifying it. The DeCa algorithm
can be slightly modified in order to convey, when trans-
mitting back rewritings from a queried peer P to the
querying peer P ′, those feedbacks likely to be relevant.
When a rewriting Cj u . . . u Cm is transmitted from
P to P ′ within a message, P uses that message to
convey its direct observations (O+(L), O−(L)) for all
labels L containing the classes of the rewriting. By
construction, those classes will be part of the annota-
tion of an answer. Therefore, observations relevant to
these classes may be relevant for computing (if needed)
the joint trust towards the labels annotating answers
returned to the peer the initial query is issued from.
Note that this strategy leads to combining feedbacks
from the very peers that have contributed to obtain
an answer. Those peers may thus be considered as
naturally relevant for obtaining appropriate feedbacks.
However, such sets of peers are determined at query
time and may vary according to the query and the
returned answer.

5. RELATED WORK
Modeling and handling reliability of agents is a key issue
which has been studied in many electronic applications in-
volving communities of agents. Reputation systems have
been proposed to address this problem. They use (satisfac-
tion or complaint) feedbacks on past transactions between
agents. They differ on (i) the way they envision reliability
(as a local versus a global notion) and (ii) the manner they
aggregate feedbacks for computing it.

The global vision of reliability leads to defining the reputa-
tion of an agent, judged trustworthy or not according to the
feedbacks returned by the agents which have been interact-
ing with it. In contrast, in some settings, it is reasonable to
envision the trust of an agent towards another one as a local
and relative notion.

The computation of both reputation and trust relies on ag-
gregating past experiences. We also distinguish the existing
approaches depending on whether the aggregation is based
on a probabilistic model or not.

5.1 Non probabilistic models of reputation
One of the most illustrative example of reputation systems
is Ebay [1], the largest online auctioning system. After each
transaction, the buyer and the seller file a (positive, negative
or neutral) feedback about each other. Feedbacks concerning
the users are centralized into a server to compute 2 notes
for each user. The first note is the difference between the
number of positive feedbacks and the number of negative
feedbacks. The second note is the percentage of positive
feedbacks w.r.t. the total feedbacks about this user.

While the method used in Ebay relies on a central server,
[6] is one of the first approaches for computing reputation of
peers in a P2P setting. It is based on a distributed storage of



feedbacks and an ad-hoc aggregation of the number of feed-
backs. When two peers P and Q interact, each of them files
a feedback about the other. The type of feedbacks are com-
plaints (negative feedbacks). All the feedbacks are stored
by a so-called P-Grid structure [5] with a number of replicas
for each complaint. Then, when a peer R assesses the global
trustworthiness of a peer P , noted as T (P ), it searches the
P-Grid structure to retrieve all the complaints concerning P .
T (P ) is defined as the product of the number of complaints
made by P with the number of complaints made about P .
High values of T (P ) mean that P is not trustworthy. In this
model, the threshold defining that T (P ) is high must be set
in an ad-hoc way. In addition, the interpretation of T (P )
equal to 0 is not clear.

5.2 Probabilistic models of reputation
The PageRank algorithm [21, 11] of Google is based on a
probabilistic model for computing the global reputation of
web pages. A page has high rank if it is referred by other
pages that themselves are highly ranked. The rank R(p) of
a page p is defined by the formula: R(p) = d. 1

T
+ (1 −

d)
∑k

i=1
R(pi)
C(pi)

where d ∈ [0,1], T is the total number of

pages, p1, ...pk are the pages referring to p, each has rank
R(pi) and C(pi) is the number of links out of pi. The prob-
abilistic interpretation of R(p) is based on the meaning of
the random walk model. Let us consider a Web surfer who
wandering the Web. Suppose first that he is on the page p.
At each step, the surfer may jump to one of the page referred
by p with probability (1 − d) or may jump to any random
page on the Web with probability d. The probability that
the random surfer visits a page is thus equal to its rank.

The formula used in the PageRank algorithm is recursive as
well as the formula used in [18] to compute the global rep-
utation of peers participating in a P2P system. The global
reputation of a peer Pj is given by aggregating the local rep-
utation values cij assigned to Pj by other peers Pi, weighted
by the global reputations of the Pis. Each cij , computed by
Pi, is the difference between the number of direct positive
feedbacks and the number of direct negative feedbacks. In
this model, all the peers participate simultaneously into the
computation until the convergence of the global reputation
value for each peer.

[15] has proposed a different probabilistic way to compute
the reputation of peers, based on maximum likelihood esti-
mation. The reputation of a peer Pj is its innate probabil-
ity µj of performing honestly in its interactions with oth-
ers. The technique consists in maximizing the likelihood
function, i.e. the function of µj given the value of the ob-
servations (feedbacks). The feedbacks concerning a peer are
binary [positive, negative], and are stored by a P-Grid struc-
ture. Note that each peer may lie with probability k when
making feedbacks about others. When a peer Pi computes
the reputation of a peer Pj , it explores the P-Grid structure
to retrieve feedbacks about Pj . For each feedback received
by Pi, the probability that this feedback is a truthful one
is a function f of µj and k. The likelihood function of µj ,
given all the retrieved feedbacks, is thus the product of the
functions f . Then, while supposing that k is fixed, the max-
imum likelihood estimation procedure amounts to find the
value of µj that maximizes this formula, i.e. to find the most

likely value of µj .

5.3 Non probabilistic models of trust
[22] has proposed a reputation model for gregarious soci-
eties, i.e. where people gather into groups. The trust for an
agent b belonging to a group B, when computed by an agent
a belonging to a group A, is the result of an intuitive aggre-
gation of all the knowledge of A about B. This implies that,
if an agent a′ belongs to a different group A′, the trust of b
computed by a is different to the one computed by a′. The
aggregation of the knowledge of A about B combines (i) the
local trust of a for b, R(a, b), (ii) the trust of a for B, R(a,B),
(iii) the trust of A for b, R(A, b) and (iv) the trust of A for
B, R(A,B). R(a, b) is the sum of each a’s feedback about b
(in [-1,1]), weighted by a time-dependent function that gives
higher values for more recent feedbacks. R(a,B) is the sum
of local trust of a towards each agent bi of B. R(A, b) and
R(A,B) are respectively the sum of local trust of each ai of
A for b and for each bi of B, weighted by the importance of
each ai in A. Finally the trust of b when computed by a is
equal to R(a, b) ξ(a, b) + R(a,B) ξ(a,B) + R(A, b) ξ(A, b)
+ R(A,B) ξ(A,B), where the ξ(., .) are weights reflecting
the importance of each source of opinion and are chosen such
that ξ(a, b) + ξ(a,B) + ξ(A, b) + ξ(A,B) = 1.

[14] has proposed an approach based on votes for a peer to
choose resources to download in P2P networks. Each peer
keeps a binary feedback database towards resources, and a
binary feedback database towards the peers having provided
him resources. For estimating the quality of a given resource,
a peer asks all its neighbors to vote. Before downloading the
resource, P does the same procedure to choose the best peer
among those offering this resource.

5.4 Probabilistic models of trust
The Bayesian estimation approach to statistics has been
adopted in [19, 12]. In these works, the Beta distribution
has been used as a prior distribution of the unknown quan-
tity. When a peer Pi computes its trust towards a peer Pj ,
it needs to collect the feedbacks about Pj from a set S of
other peers. In [19], S is the set of peers on the path from
Pi to Pj . In [12], S is the set of neighbors of Pi. In those
cases, the set S is dependent on the peer Pi computing its
trust for Pj .

Our approach is also based on a Bayesian estimation of trust.
Compared to [19, 12], it gives a priority to direct experi-
ences. It is only when this information is not available or
not sufficient that we collect observations from a set S of
other peers. In the proposed greedy strategy, the set S de-
pends on the query and the answer. The observations are
collected during the query rewriting procedure as opposed to
the usually used lazy strategy in which the observations are
collected after the answers have been obtained. An other
difference with [19, 12] is that we propose a finer grained
definition of trust that allows to distinguish trust towards
different annotations.

6. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
We have presented an approach for the modeling of trust
in the context of semantic P2P systems. It allows each
peer to evaluate the trust it has towards resources depend-
ing on their semantic annotations. Because it relies on few



assumptions, it is applicable to a wide range of P2P sys-
tems. Like SomeWhere[8], many semantics P2P systems
answer queries in two steps, first by reformulating the query
in terms of conjunctive rewritings and then by evaluating
those rewritings. Derived from the ontologies, the terms of
rewritings, corresponding to classes, are semantic annota-
tions. Our approach then provides a useful framework for
ranking the different rewritings according to their trust level
and to evaluate in the first place those for which the proba-
bility to obtain satisfying answers is the highest. The benefit
may be high when the number of rewritings is important.

The granularity of the trust considered here is at the level
of annotations. Defining a more abstract peer-based no-
tion of trust is however straightforward since it would just
amount, to aggregate the available information concerning
all the classes of a same other peer.

In the current approach we assume each peer has no prior
knowledge on other peers before interacting with them. When
prior knowledge exists, we can exploit it to set an informed
prior distribution. For instance, it has been shown in [13]
how inconsistencies can be detected as new peers join the
network. The information gathered during the detection of
such inconsistencies can then be used as a basis to propose
more informed prior distributions.

One of the objectives of reputation systems is the detec-
tion and handling of malicious agents in an electronic en-
vironment. In a P2P system, a peer can be malicious by
providing to other peers virus-affected resources, or by sim-
ply lying when reporting its feedbacks about others. In our
model, when a peer has enough direct experiences, it does
not have to rely on other peers and thus avoid malicious
peers. When it has to rely on observations of other peers
for estimating its trust towards a label, it is reasonable to
assume that the number of malicious peers is small. There-
fore, it is possible to either increase the number of peers to
solicit to get observations (in order to decrease the impact
of wrong observations coming from few peers) or to discard
the peers the observations of which change a lot the joint
trust (they are likely to be malicious).
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